Abstract -Continuous cell zooming algorithm is a potential dynamic cell zooming algorithm for energy-efficient operation of mobile wireless networks. In this algorithm, location management strategy (location update process) is required to know the location of the farthest user in each cell to perform cell zooming. However, the application of conventional periodic update scheme in continuous cell zooming algorithm can lead to a high signaling cost. Therefore, in this paper, two adaptive location update schemes, namely, Time-Adaptive Periodic Update (TAPU) and Location-Adaptive Periodic Update (LAPU) are proposed aiming to reduce the number of update messages in continuous cell zooming operation. The performances of the proposed adaptive location update schemes are compared with that of Convention Periodic Update (CPU) scheme. Their performances are evaluated in terms of power saving capability, outage ratio and number of update messages raised in cell zooming operation in both omni-directional and sector-based cell networks. The TAPU and LAPU have no significant effect on power saving capability of continuous cell zooming algorithm and they give less number of update messages compared to CPU scheme. However, outage occurs in cell zooming operation with TAPU scheme because it has longer update intervals. Meanwhile the LAPU scheme can eliminate outage in cell zooming operation as CPU scheme does.
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Cell zooming has been considered as one of the potential strategies for the development of 'Green' communication since it can optimize the power consumption in base stations which are the most energy-greedy components in a wireless network [1] . However, the challenges in dynamic cell zooming are how to reduce the effect of cell zooming on the quality of service (QoS) and how to reduce massive information exchange required when QoS is constrained. Therefore, a number of researchers have concerned with the issue of how to maintain QoS in a particular cell zooming algorithm while it is giving power saving [2] . These previous works stated that attention must be given on traffic spatial distribution to attain more efficient cell zooming and to maintain QoS at the same time [2] . Thus, two recent studies [3, 4] proposed and evaluated the state-of-the-art dynamic cell zooming algorithms; continuous zooming, fuzzy zooming and discrete zooming algorithms. For the sake of compactness, the detailed concept of each algorithm will not be mentioned here. These algorithms can be seen in [3, 4] . According to the results of these two studies [3, 4] , it was found that the continuous cell zooming algorithm had the highest power saving capability compared to two other algorithms. In continuous cell zooming algorithm, the location of the farthest Mobile Station (MS) is firstly detected in each cell zooming period. Then, the transmitted power (transmission range) is shrunk to the exact location of the farthest user. For detecting the user location in continuous cell zooming algorithm, periodic location update method was used [4] .
Here, the problem with periodic location update method is the outage (effect on QoS) due to the user mobility during a long update interval (cell zooming period) [4] . On one hand, the outage can be reduced by using very short periodic update interval. However, on the other hand, it will also lead to frequent and massive information exchange which results in signaling overhead because all users need to update at every update interval. In this regard, the aim of this work is to propose two possible adaptive periodic update schemes for continuous cell zooming algorithm in order to reduce the number of update messages while maintaining a small number of outage users.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The continuous cell zooming algorithm is briefly discussed in next section. Adaptive periodic update schemes are proposed in section III. The simulation models and parameters are mentioned in section IV. Then, section V describes the performance metrics. Then, section VI includes simulation results and discussion which is followed by conclusion.
II. CONTINUOUS CELL ZOOMING ALGORITHM
It is worth to briefly reintroduce continuous cell zooming algorithm here for sequential understanding. In Fig.1 , BS denotes base station, MS represents mobile station, R i is original cell radius and R z is zoomed cell radius. In conventional operation (without cell zooming), the base station (BS) transmits power until it reaches the original cell edge regardless of traffic location. Indeed, it wastes extra energy if the user is not located at cell edge. Therefore, in the operation with continuous cell zooming, the farthest user location is firstly detected and the transmitted power is reduced until the convergence umbrella covers only a region in which the farthest user is included [3, 4] . In continuous cell zooming, the required power for the farthest user is adjusted as follows.
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where, P Txz is power required to transmit signal to zoomed radius (R z ) where the farthest user exists, and P Txi is power required to transmit signal until original cell radius (R i ) and n is the path loss exponent which is normally in the range of 2-4 [3] . One should also note that this kind of cell zooming will not have capacity problem due to cell zooming because each cell shrinks to inside but not to outside further than R i . Thus, it does not need more pilot power and therefore it does not reduce the power of traffic channels (capacity). Also, the cell is zoomed by keeping receivable power of MS constant.
III. PROPOSED ADAPTIVE LOCATION UPDATE SCHEMES

A. Time-Adaptive Periodic Update (TAPU) Scheme
In time-adaptive periodic update (TAPU) scheme, the periodic update interval is varied according to general user mobility level that changes with local time. For example, the number of moving users at night hours is generally far smaller than that in day time. Therefore, a longer update interval can be set for hours during which user mobility level is low and a shorter update interval can be set for hours of higher mobility level. As a sample case in this work, three different user mobility levels (such as Level-1 < Level-2 < Level-3) are assumed for seven different local time intervals. For these local time intervals, three different predefined update periods (such as Δt up3 >Δt up2 >Δt up1 ) are used. The TAPU scheme is shown in Fig.2 (a)-(b) . First, the network will select three different update intervals (such as Δt up3 >Δt up2 >Δt up1 ). Then, it will often inspect the local time. According to the local time, the network will set an appropriate update interval and broadcast to all users to perform update by using that update interval. The work of MS is to often listen to the network to know the update interval. Then, it has to measure its distance Here, it should be noted that the values of update intervals used in TAPU are configurable as the network administrator desires according to the time-dependent mobility levels in the corresponding network.
B. Location-Adaptive Periodic Update (LAPU) Scheme
The second scheme is location-adaptive periodic update (LAPU) scheme in which the users perform location update according to their locations. For this scheme, each cell is logically divided into two regions. The outer region is defined as 'update region or update area' (see in Fig.3 (a) ). At every update period, all users in update region are supposed to perform update and the other users outside update region are supposed to skip updating their locations. The concept of LAPU can be explained by using Fig.3 (a) . In Situation I, only users A and B will update in coming period since they are in update region. But the user C will not update. In Situation II, there is no user in update region and the network will receive no update message. In such a situation, the network will inform all the users to update their locations. Then, the cell will be shrunk to the new farthest user in coming period.
The update area should be set according to the estimated number of users in the network. If update area is very large and number of user is also large, the number of users who need to update will increase. If the update area is very small, the Situation II can often occur and the network has to often broadcast to all users, which is not effective. It should be noted that the update region is configurable as required and it is set as the region between two-third cell edge and original cell edge in this work. 
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The pseudo code of LAPU scheme is shown in Fig.3 (b) . In LAPU scheme, the task of the network is to set a periodic update interval (Δt up ) for all users uniformly. Then, it has to regularly receive update messages from users in update region. If there is no update message, the network realizes that there is no MS in update region and all MSs are inside two-third cell edge (or non-update region). For that situation, the BS has to inform all users in its cell to perform update to know the farthest user location for that period even though they are not in update region. The task of MS is to keep two threshold values of pilot signal strength (λ h and λ i ) that are correlated to two-third cell edge (R h ) and original cell edge (R i ) respectively. Then, it has to measure the distance (d MS ) from BS according to pilot signal strength at every period. Moreover, it has to inspect its location whether it is between R h and R i . If it is inside update region, it has to perform update. Otherwise it can skip update.
Here, one thing to be discussed is how a user senses the update region. In practice, the common pilot channel (CPICH) signal is used by mobile terminals to sense the cell boundary so that it can do cell reselection and handover [6] [7] [8] . This capability of user premise can be exploited to sense the update region in this scheme by setting two pilot signal thresholds (λ h and λ i ) that are correspondent to the two-third cell edge (R h ) and original cell edge (R i ) respectively in customer premises. Also, there are a number of potential user-positioning techniques although they are still under research [5] . It should be noted that the location reported by mobile terminal is only the distance from BS but not global coordinates. Thus, it will not break the privacy of the user. Although it is arguable that there can be accuracy problem in user-positioning technique by means of pilot signal strength, it is beyond the scope of this work since this work is aimed to highlight the potentiality of adaptive periodic update schemes.
IV. SIMULATION MODEL AND PARAMETERS
A. Traffic Arrival Pattern and User Mobility
The daily traffic arrival to the network is simulated by using Poisson distribution model which is mostly adopted in previous works [9, 10] because the actual traffic profile to a base station closely agrees with Poisson distribution [see in 11] . It has also been applied in our previous attempt [4] and the detailed mathematical expression can be seen in [4] . Since a general model for user mobility in a cellular network does not yet exist, mobility models of ad hoc network are mostly adopted for simulation [5] . In this work, a sample network of suburban area is considered because user density and mobility level is relatively low in that area. Thus, it will have more chance to perform cell zooming. For that area, it is reasonable to state that a random number of users move to random directions with random speeds at a time. For that situation, random waypoint model is a well-matched model and, for that reason, it is adopted to simulate the user movement in the network considered. In this model, a mobile terminal moves from its current location to a new location by randomly choosing a direction and speed in which to travel [12] . The new speed and direction are both randomly chosen from predefined ranges, [V min V max ] and [0 2π] respectively [12] . Also, there is a pause time of user at a location before moving to a new place. The pause time is the time between two successive movements of the user. In previous works, the pause time is set as constant value [12] or randomly varied value [13] . When the pause time of users is very small (e.g., 1 s), the network is very dynamic because the users often move and the network is more stable when the pause time is longer [12] . Based on this fact, for a sample network (seven cell network) of suburban area, it is reasonable to assume the smallest pause time of users is 1 minute, which means that there could be some moving users at every minute. It is important to note that the starting time of each node motion is independent of others. Moreover, the random waypoint model is slightly controlled to have a more realistic mobility model. In the model, the maximum possible number of moving users at a time is justified with time dependent user mobility levels in a day that has been shown in Fig.2 (a) . Thus, timedependent mobility level and movement speed of users taken for this simulation are described in Table 1 . The mobility level is the ratio of maximum possible number of moving users to the total number of users in the network. It means that the total moving users at a time will not be greater than maximum possible number of moving users at that time. In this work, total number of MSs in the network is taken as 100. 
B. Cell Type and Network Topology
The performances of adaptive periodic update schemes applied in continuous cell zooming are tested in both omnidirectional and sector-based cells because both types of cells are now in practical applications. A sample network of seven macro cells is considered. The detailed parameters of the network are listed in Table 2 . 
V. PERFORMANCE METRICES
The performance metrics used to analyze and judge the performances of proposed adaptive location update schemes and conventional periodic update in continuous cell zooming are transmitted power ratio, outage ratio during cell zooming operation and total number of update messages. The transmitted power ratio is evaluated as the ratio of transmitted power with cell zooming to peak conventional transmitted power as follows. 
In this work, the users out of convergence region during each cell zooming period are counted as outages. The outage ratio in a cell zooming period is the ratio of total number of users who undergo outage during a cell zooming period to the total number of users who exist in the network.
The total number of update messages, which represents the signaling cost, exchanged between the BSs and users is evaluated for every cell zooming period.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The simulations are performed in MATLAB software. The results are average values of 3 days' operation. In conventional periodic update (CPU) scheme and locationadaptive periodic update (LAPU) scheme, the constant update interval of 1 minute, which is the same as smallest pause time, is set for the whole day. In time-adaptive periodic update, Δt up1 , Δt up2 and Δt up3 are set as 1 minute, 3 minutes and 5 minutes respectively. Fig.4 shows a sample distribution of MSs in the network and configuration of sector-based cells under zoomed condition according to the location of the farthest MS in each cell. For the sake of compactness, distribution of MSs in omni-directional cell network is not described here. It is understandable that cell zooming can be performed more compactly in the sector-based cell network compared to omni-directional cell network. ) show the comparison of ratios of transmitted power without cell zooming and with continuous cell zooming that applies three different periodic update schemes (CPU, TAPU and LAPU). Firstly, it can be seen that deploying continuous cell zooming in the network can save considerable transmitted power because the required transmission range is dynamically adjusted according to the farthest user in the cell rather than when it is statically transmitted to originally designed cell edge regardless of user location. Also, it is noticeable that the relative power saving is larger in sector-based cell network because sector-based cell zooming is more compact as mentioned above. Transmitted power can be saved by maximum of 20% in omni-directional cell network and by maximum of 40% in sector-based cell network. However, it should be noted that the amount of power saving also depends on the number of users in the network. The reason is that when the number of users in the network is larger, there is a higher probability of existence of users near cell edge. Thus, there is less chance to zoom in the cell frequently, and there will be less power saving.
Local time (hr)
Mobility level Movement speed range (m/s) 24:00 < t ≤ 05:00 0.1 0-50 05:00 < t ≤ 08:00 1 0-50 08:00 < t ≤ 11:00 0.5 0-50 11:00 < t ≤ 14:00 1 0-50 14:00 < t ≤ 16:00 0.5 0-50 16:00 < t ≤ 18:00 1 0-50 18:00 < t ≤ 24:00 0. Here, one can notice that there is no effect of LAPU scheme on power saving capability of continuous cell zooming algorithm because power saving amount is almost the same as when CPU is applied. The reason is that their update intervals are the same. A slightly different power saving is attained at high traffic hours if TAPU is applied. It is due to application of longer update periods (3 minutes & 5 minutes) in TAPU, which results in longer duration of cell zooming regardless of user movement to further distance during zooming period. This results in slightly more power saving in continuous cell zooming. Fig.6 (a)-(b) show the comparison of outage ratio in continuous cell zooming with three different location update schemes. Here, the result at each local time is average outage ratio per cell zooming period at respective local time. One can see that there is no outage in continuous cell zooming with CPU and LAPU because in these schemes, the location update interval and cell zooming interval are set the same as the smallest pause time of users. In other words, cell zooming is performed only in the smallest pause time of the moving users. However, in real field, there are some users who are continually moving for some time with zero pause time. For that situation, the user may undergo outage if he/she is the farthest user because the cell cannot continuously follow the moving user.
For TAPU, outage occurs proportionally to mobility levels presented (see Fig.2(a) ). It should be noted that different networks could have different mobility levels in a day. Here, it can be seen that there is outage when update interval is longer than the pause time of user movement. For example, at night hours, the update interval is 5 minutes and the smallest pause time of moving users is 1 minute. Thus, during cell zooming period of 5 minutes, the users may move to outside convergence region and experience outage. However, the outage ratio in night hours is lower than that in day time because the mobility level is lower during night hours. Also, it can be seen that when update interval is set the same as pause time of moving users (e.g., during 4:00 p.m to 6:00 p.m), outage can be avoided. At night from 7:00 p.m to 12:00 p.m, the outage is still high because mobility level is moderate and update interval is long. Therefore, it is possible to state that the outage in continuous cell zooming depends on user mobility level, update interval and pause time of moving users. To develop a reliable scheme, these three parameters should be carefully justified. One more point to note is that the outage ratio in the sector-based cell network is greater than that in omni-directional cell network due to more compact zooming in sector-based cell network.
The comparison of total number of update messages raised in each hour by each update scheme is shown in Fig. 7(a)-(b) . It is obvious that the CPU scheme has constant number of update messages over the period because every user performs update at every interval. For example, CPU with 100 users and 1 minute interval, there are 6,000 messages at every one hour. This leads to unnecessary tasks and unfavourable signaling cost. It will linearly increase with the increment of the number of the users in the network. By using TAPU, the number of update messages is reduced when longer update interval is used. One can see that the number of update messages is reduced when 3 minutes and 5 minute update intervals are applied. During hours when 1 minute interval is used, TAPU also has the same number of update messages as CPU. However, TAPU reduces the number of messages in overall comparison. On the other hand, outage occurs in cell zooming with TAPU due to using longer update intervals. The number of update messages in TAPU will also linearly increase when the number of users in the network increases.
By using LAPU, the number of update messages is significantly reduced compared to CPU scheme and it is still comparative with TAPU. It can be explained as follows. According to LAPU scheme, only users who are in the update region need to perform location update although all users own update timer. When users are uniformly distributed in the network, only a certain portion of users falls in the update region of each cell. In other words, it is rare to find that update region (cell edge region) is crowded with users. It is also true in real field. This reduces unnecessary messages and consequently signaling cost. When overall comparison is taken, total number of update messages in TAPU and LAPU are about half of that in CPU.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes and evaluates two location update schemes namely time-adaptive periodic update (TAPU) and location-adaptive periodic update (LAPU) for continuous cell zooming algorithm in mobile wireless networks. The performances of these two schemes are compared with that of conventional periodic update (CPU) scheme. The CPU scheme is unfavourable because it raises a large number of update messages that leads to a high signaling cost. The TAPU scheme can reduce the number of update messages with the cost of increasing outage ratio which is unfavourable in the perspective of quality of service (QoS). The outage ratio in cell zooming with TAPU is larger in sector-based cell network than that in omni-directional cell network. It can also be concluded that the outage in TAPU depends on user mobility level, update interval and minimum pause time of moving users. The LAPU scheme is the preferable one since it can reduce the number of update messages while it can maintain the same level of QoS as CPU does. The information in this work is still limited. Further information such as the effect of number of users, the effect of movement speed, the effect of update interval, is still required and more efforts are recommended to attain more insights on continuous cell zooming with LAPU.
